Decreased Expression of Cystathionine β-Synthase Promotes Glioma Tumorigenesis
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Abstract
Cystathionine β-synthase (CBS) catalyzes metabolic reactions that convert homocysteine to cystathionine. To assess the role of CBS in human glioma, cells were stably transfected with lentiviral vectors encoding shRNA targeting CBS or a nontargeting control shRNA, and subclones were injected into immunodeficient mice. Interestingly, decreased CBS expression did not affect proliferation in vitro but decreased the latency period before rapid tumor xenograft growth after subcutaneous injection and increased tumor incidence and volume following orthotopic implantation into the caudate–putamen. In soft-agar colony formation assays, CBS knockdown subclones displayed increased anchorage-independent growth. Molecular analysis revealed that CBS knockdown subclones expressed higher basal levels of the transcriptional activator hypoxia-inducible factor 2α (HIF2α). Bioinformatic analysis of mRNA expression data from human glioma specimens revealed a significant association between low expression of CBS mRNA and high expression of angiopoietin-like 4 (ANGPTL4) and VEGF transcripts, which are HIF2α target gene products that were also increased in CBS knockdown subclones. These results suggest that decreased CBS expression in glioma increases HIF2α protein levels and HIF2α target gene expression, which promotes glioma tumor formation.


Introduction
Cystathionine β-synthase (CBS) is a metabolic enzyme that catalyzes the reaction of homocysteine with either cysteine or serine to form cystathionine and either hydrogen sulfide or water, respectively (1). A study of colon cancer reported increased CBS expression in tumor compared with adjacent normal tissue and found that shRNA-mediated silencing of CBS expression in colon cancer cell lines resulted in decreased proliferation, migration, and invasion that was attributable to decreased hydrogen sulfide production (2). In contrast, CBS gene expression is silenced by promoter hypermethylation in gastric cancer (3). Thus, CBS may function to either promote or suppress tumor growth, depending on the cancer cell type.

In the brain, CBS is expressed by glia and astrocytes (4), which are the cells from which gliomas arise. Neural stem cells also express CBS and the addition of the substrate L-cysteine to culture media stimulated the in vitro differentiation of neural stem cells to neurons and astroglia, whereas knockdown of CBS expression by siRNA suppressed L-cysteine–induced stem cell differentiation (5). Analysis of cancer stem cells from human gliomas revealed that expression of the transcriptional activator hypoxia-inducible factor 2α (HIF2α) was increased in stem cells as compared with the bulk cancer cells and that HIF2α promoted glioma stem cell self-renewal and survival (6, 7).

In this study, we analyzed the effect of CBS loss-of-function in U87-MG human glioma cells on tumor formation after subcutaneous or intracranial injection in immunodeficient mice. CBS knockdown decreased the latency time to rapid tumor xenograft growth and increased the incidence and volume of intracranial tumors. CBS knockdown also increased in vitro colony formation in a soft-agar...
assay and increased the expression of HIF2α and target genes encoding angiopoietin-like 4 (ANGPTL4) and VEGF. HIF2α knockdown counteracted the stimulatory effect of CBS knockdown on ANGPTL4 and VEGF expression as well as colony formation. In human glioma samples, decreased CBS expression was associated with increased ANGPTL4 and VEGF expression. Thus, decreased CBS expression in gliomas may promote tumorigenesis by increasing HIF2α expression.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture

U87-MG cells (8) were cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Invitrogen) at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2, 95% air incubator. Hypoxic exposure was carried out in a modular incubator chamber (Billups-Rothenberg). Fresh media containing 25 mmol/L HEPES were added to the cells, the chamber was flushed with a gas mixture consisting of 1% O2, 5% CO2, and 94% N2, sealed and incubated at 37°C.

Lentivirus production and gene knockdown

Lentiviruses were produced in HEK293T cells by transfection of the following plasmids: pMD.G, pCMV-ΔR8.91, and pLKO.1 shRNA expression vector as described (9). shRNA vectors targeting CBS and shNT nontargeting control vector were purchased from Sigma. A scrambled shRNA control vector (shScr) was constructed by insertion of an oligonucleotide containing the sequence 5′-ctaatggttaagtcgccctcg-3′ into pLKO.1. Construction of the lentiviral vector for expression of shRNA targeting HIF2α (shHIF2a#3) was described previously (9).

Tumor xenograft model

Animal protocols were in accordance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Johns Hopkins University Animal Care and Use Committee. Mycoplasma-free U87-MG subclones were injected into 6- to 8-week-old male SCID mice. A total of 5 × 106 cells were suspended in PBS, mixed with an equal volume of Matrigel (BD Bioscience), and injected subcutaneously into the flank. Tumor size was measured with calipers twice per week. Tumor volume (mm3) was calculated using the formula: length (mm) × width (mm) × height (mm) × 0.52. Tumors were excised and stored at ~80°C for RNA and protein extraction or fixed in 10% formalin for paraffin embedding. For IHC, paraffin sections were dewaxed, hydrated, and antigens were retrieved using citrate buffer (10 mmol/L citric acid, 2 mmol/L EDTA, 0.05% Tween-20, pH 6.2). IHC was performed with an LSAB+ System HRP Kit (Dako) and anti-CD31 (Dianova) or anti-Ki67 (Novus Biologicals) antibody.

Orthotopic injection model

Male SCID/NCr mice (6–7 weeks old) were maintained in accordance with a protocol approved by the New York University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (New York, NY). U87-MG subclones were implanted stereotactically into mouse brains. Mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection with xylazine chloride hydrate (10 mg/kg) and ketamine (90 mg/kg) and a burr hole was drilled into the skull 0.1 mm posterior to the bregma and 2.3 mm lateral to the midline. U87-MG cells in 2 μL of medium were injected using a stereotactic head frame (David Kopf Instruments) in the defined location of the caudate/putamen (Model 5000 with Model 5001 Hamilton syringe holder). The needle was advanced to a depth of 2.35 mm from the cortical surface and the cell suspension was delivered over 3 to 4 minutes. Following injection, the needle was left in place for 2 minutes, then raised to a depth of 1.5 mm below the dura and left in place for an additional minute. Upon withdrawal of the needle, the burr hole was filled with bone wax and the incision sutured. On day 36, mice were anesthetized, perfused intracardially with PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde, and brains were harvested and placed in cold 4% paraformaldehyde overnight, followed by paraffin embedding. Tumor volume was calculated from hematoxylin- and eosin-stained sections using the formula: \[ V = \frac{L \times S^2 \times 1/2}{C} \]

where \( L \) and \( S \) are the long and short axes of the tumor. Depth of invasion was assessed as previously described (10).

IHC was performed on paraformaldehyde-fixed, paraffin-embedded, 4-μm sections using goat anti-mouse CD105/Endoglin (R&D Systems), rabbit anti-mouse/human cleaved caspase-3 (Cell Signaling Technology), or rabbit anti-mouse/human Ki67 (Thermo Scientific). For CD105 and Ki67, sections were deparaffinized, rehydrated, epitope retrieval was performed in a 1,200 Watt microwave oven at 100% power in 10 mmol/L sodium citrate buffer, pH 6.0 for 20 minutes, and detection was carried out at 40°C on a NexES instrument (Ventana Medical Systems) using reagent buffer and detection kits from Ventana unless otherwise noted. For cleaved caspase-3, the Discovery XT instrument (Ventana Medical Systems) was used with online deparaffinization and antigen retrieval in citrate buffer for 32 minutes. Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked with hydrogen peroxide. Antibodies were diluted in Dulbecco’s PBS (Life Technologies) as follows: CD105, 1:200; Ki67, 1:400; and cleaved caspase-3, 1:100. CD105 samples were incubated overnight at room temperature, whereas Ki67 and cleaved caspase-3 sections were incubated at 40°C for 30 minutes and 4 hours, respectively. CD105 and Ki67 were detected with biotinylated horse anti-goat diluted 1:100 and biotinylated goat anti-rabbit diluted 1:200 (Vector Laboratories, respectively, followed by application of streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugate. Cleaved caspase-3 was detected using anti-rabbit multimer (HRP). The complex was visualized with 3,3 diaminobenzidine and enhanced with copper sulfate. Slides were washed in distilled water, counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated and mounted with permanent media. Appropriate positive and negative controls were included with the study sections.
Soft-agar assay
Twenty-five hundred U87-MG cells were suspended in 0.3% top agar and plated on 0.6% bottom agar. Both agar layers contained DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin. Plates were incubated for 3 to 4 weeks at 37°C in a humified 5% CO₂, 95% air incubator.

Reverse transcription and qRT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated with TRIzol (Invitrogen), treated with DNase I (Ambion), and cDNA was synthesized using the iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad). qPCR was performed using SYBR Green (Bio-Rad). The target mRNA expression was calculated, relative to 18S rRNA levels in the same sample, based on the ∆∆Ct method: ∆∆Ct = Ctarget - C18S ∆Ct = Ctest-subclone - Ccontrol-subclone Primer sequences are listed on Supplementary Table S1.

Immunoblot assays
Whole-cell lysates and tissue lysates were prepared in modified RIPA buffer (25 mmol/L Tris-HCl [pH 7.6], 150 mmol/L NaCl, 1% Igepal CA-630, 1% Sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS) supplemented with protease inhibitors (Roche). Antibodies against following proteins were used: HIF1α (BD Biosciences), HIF2α (Novus Biologicals), CBS (Abnova), and Actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).

Statistical analysis
Data from U87-MG subclones were compared by Student t test or analysis of variation, before data normalization. Gene expression profiles from human brain cancers (11) were obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (GSE4290). To analyze the correlation between CBS and VEGF or ANGPTL4 mRNA expression, Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was determined and the associated P value was calculated using GraphPad Prism software.

Results
CBS loss-of-function decreases tumor xenograft latency
To assess the role of CBS in glioma tumorigenesis, we established a U87-MG subclone, designated shCBS#07 that stably expressed an shRNA designed to inhibit CBS expression, which is induced by hypoxia in U87-MG cells (9). Thus, parental U87-MG and shCBS#07 cells were exposed to 20% or 1% O₂ for 3 days and CBS expression was analyzed by an immunoblot assay. CBS expression was induced by hypoxia in parental cells but not in the shCBS#07 subclone (Fig. 1A).

To evaluate the role of CBS in tumorigenesis, parental U87-MG and shCBS#07 cells were subcutaneously injected into the flank of SCID mice. Although the latency period before rapid tumor growth after injection of parental U87-MG cells was 3 weeks, rapid tumor growth was observed less than 2 weeks after injection of the shCBS#07 subclone. When the tumors were harvested 5 weeks after injection, the parental tumors had reached a mean volume of 600 mm³ and weight of 0.5 g, whereas the shCBS#07 tumors were 1500 mm³ and 1.7 g (Fig. 1B and C). IHC analysis of tumor sections was performed with an antibody against CD31 and the number of CD31⁺ blood vessels was counted. As shown in Fig. 1D, shCBS#07 tumors had a significantly higher vessel density than parental tumors. Ki67 IHC revealed that there was no significant difference in cell proliferation between parental and shCBS#07 tumors (Fig. 1E), which was consistent with the similar tumor growth rates by the end of the experiment (Fig. 1B). Consistent with the increased vessel density, the expression of mRNAs encoding three angiogenic growth factors, VEGF, angiopoietin 2, and ANGPTL4, was significantly increased in shCBS#07 tumors as compared with parental tumors, whereas expression of placental growth factor and stromal-derived factor 1 was similar between subclones (Fig. 1F).

To establish that the difference in tumorigenesis between the cell lines was specifically due to CBS loss-of-function, two additional subclones were generated (Fig. 2A). One subclone expressed an shRNA that targeted a different sequence in CBS mRNA (shCBS#61). The other subclone expressed a scrambled shRNA sequence that did not target CBS (shScr). There was no significant difference between subclones with respect to in vitro cell proliferation at either 20% or 1% O₂ (Supplementary Fig. S1). We hypothesized that the increased angiogenesis in shCBS#07 tumors was a reflection of their more advanced growth due to the decreased latency period. To test this hypothesis, rather than harvesting tumors at the same time point, tumors were harvested when they reached a volume of 1,000 mm³ (Fig. 2B and C). As in the previous experiment, after subcutaneous injection the subclones with CBS expression (parental and shScr) showed a latency period of 3 weeks and reached 1,000 mm³ by 7 to 7.5 weeks after injection, whereas the subclones with CBS loss-of-function showed a latency period of less than 2 weeks and reached 1,000 mm³ within 4.5 to 5 weeks; however, by the end of the experiment, the growth rates were identical in all four subclones (Fig. 2B). The tumors were harvested and analyzed by qRT-PCR, which demonstrated a significant decrease in CBS mRNA levels in shCBS#07 and shCBS#61 tumors compared with parental and shScr tumors (Fig. 2D). Although shCBS#07 tumors had higher vessel density than parental U87-MG cells when they were harvested at the same time point (Fig. 1D), parental, shScr, shCBS#07, and shCBS#61 tumors had similar vessel density when they were harvested at the same tumor volume (Fig. 2E). The parallel late-stage tumor growth curves (Fig. 2B) and absence of any difference in Ki67 staining (Fig. 1E) suggest that the tumor-promoting effect of CBS deficiency occurs early in tumorigenesis.

CBS loss-of-function increases tumor incidence and volume after orthotopic transplantation
Because the consequences of gene knockdown in a mouse model of astrocytoma were found to differ dramatically after subcutaneous as compared with orthotopic transplantation (12), we performed orthotopic injection of parental U87-MG and shCBS#07 cells as well as a subclone expressing a
nontargeting shRNA (shNT). Five weeks after injection of $1 \times 10^5$ cells into the brains of SCID mice, the brains were harvested and scored for the presence and volume of tumor tissue. All 7 mice that were injected with shCBS#07 cells formed tumors, whereas tumors formed in only 4 out of 7 mice injected with parental cells and 3 out of 7 mice injected with shNT cells. Consistent with data from the subcutaneous injection model, the mean volume of shCBS#07 tumors was significantly greater than parental tumors (Fig. 3A), whereas there was no significant difference with respect to depth of invasion into the brain (Fig. 3B) or vascular density (Fig. 3C). In addition, by the end of the experiment there was no significant difference with respect to proliferation, as determined by Ki67 IHC (Fig. 3D), or apoptosis, as determined by IHC using an antibody specific for cleaved caspase-3, which revealed low levels of apoptosis in all tumor sections (Fig. 3E).

Because the major difference observed was with respect to tumor incidence, we repeated the experiment, but this time injected a 10-fold lower number of cells (i.e., $1 \times 10^4$). Again, tumors formed in all 7 mice injected with shCBS#07, whereas tumors formed in only 5 out of 7 mice injected with parental U87-MG cells, and 6 out of 7 mice injected with shNT cells, and 6 out of 7 mice injected with parental U87-MG cells. We also assessed tumor volume, depth of invasion, vascular density, cell proliferation, and cell apoptosis and again observed a significant difference only with respect to tumor volume (Supplementary Fig. S2). Taken together, the xenotopic and orthotopic models indicate that CBS loss-of-function increases tumorigenicity.
CBS loss-of-function increases anchorage-independent cell growth

Immediately after injection, cancer cells are in an anchorage-independent state in which they are detached from extracellular matrix, which can trigger a form of programmed cell death known as anoikis (13). Anchorage-independent cell growth can be investigated by analyzing colony formation in soft agar. As shown in Fig. 4A, shCBS#07 and shCBS#61 cells formed a significantly greater number of colonies in soft agar as compared with parental U87-MG or shScr cells. ANGPTL4 and VEGF have been reported to promote anchorage-independent growth and protect against anoikis in cancer cells (14, 15). VEGF and ANGPTL4 mRNA levels were significantly higher in the two CBS-deficient subclones than in parental and shScr cells (Fig. 4B).

To determine the clinical relevance of these observations, we investigated whether CBS mRNA levels were correlated with VEGF or ANGPTL4 mRNA levels in 180 primary patient-derived gliomas by interrogating a microarray dataset in the GEO database (GSE4290; ref. 7). As shown in Fig. 4C, CBS mRNA levels showed negative correlations with VEGF and ANGPTL4 mRNA levels that were statistically significant ($P < 0.01$). These results suggest that CBS expression negatively regulates VEGF and ANGPTL4 expression in human glioma.

CBS deficiency increases HIF2α expression and anchorage-independent cell growth

Expression of ANGPTL4 (16) and VEGF (17) is regulated by HIFs in cancer cells and H$_2$S has been reported to
inhibit HIF1α protein expression in vitro (18, 19), suggesting that CBS loss-of-function might increase HIF-dependent ANGPTL4 and VEGF expression. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed HIF1α and HIF2α protein levels in U87-MG subclones that were exposed to 20% or 1% O2 for 3 days. Immunoblot assays revealed no consistent difference in HIF1α protein levels between control and CBS-deficient subclones, whereas HIF2α protein levels were increased in CBS-deficient subclones under nonhypoxic conditions (Fig. 5A). Densitometric analysis of HIF2α immunoblot band intensity in lysates prepared from five replicate cultures of shScr and shCBS#07 subclones incubated at 20% O2 confirmed that HIF2α levels were significantly higher in shCBS#07 cells (Fig. 5B). In contrast, HIF2α mRNA levels were not increased in CBS-deficient subclones (Supplementary Fig. S3), indicating an effect on HIF2α protein synthesis or stability.

We next stably transfected parental U87-MG cells and the shCBS#07 subclone with an shRNA targeting HIF2α (shHIF2α#3), which efficiently reduced HIF2α protein levels in both subclones (Fig. 5C). VEGF and ANGPTL4 mRNA levels were significantly reduced in these HIF2α-deficient subclones (Fig. 5D). Soft-agar assays revealed that the increase in colony formation associated with CBS deficiency was lost when HIF2α expression was also silenced (Fig. 5E). Taken together, the data presented in Fig. 5 indicate that decreased CBS expression results in increased HIF2α protein levels, which stimulate ANGPTL4 and VEGF expression, leading to increased anchorage-independent growth, thereby providing a potential explanation for the increased tumorigenicity of the CBS-deficient subclones.

**Discussion**

In this study, we found that shRNA-dependent inhibition of CBS in U87-MG glioma cells increased tumor xenograft growth by decreasing the latency period before exponential growth. CBS also increased the incidence and volume of brain tumors after orthotopic injection, without affecting tumor cell proliferation, which is also consistent with a decreased latency period. CBS deficiency did not affect the in vitro proliferation of adherent U87-MG cells, but significantly increased colony formation in soft-agar assays of anchorage-independent growth. Taken together, the results of both in vivo and in vitro assays suggest that reduced CBS
expression promotes glioma tumorigenesis. Here, we use the term tumorigenesis to emphasize that the effect of CBS deficiency occurs at an early step in the process of tumor formation and is not due to intrinsic differences in cell proliferation. Tumorigenesis should be distinguished from carcinogenesis, the process of mutation and selection, which does not occur when U87-MG cells are transplanted into mice.

Molecular analyses indicated that CBS knockdown was associated with increased HIF2α protein expression and HIF2α-dependent expression of ANGPTL4 and VEGF, which have been shown to protect against anoikis in other cancer cell lines (14, 15), providing a potential, but currently unproven, mechanism for the increased tumorigenicity of CBS-deficient subclones, although increased HIF2α protein levels may have affected the expression of multiple HIF
target genes (20). It should be noted that although expression of the ANGPTL4 and VEGF genes is regulated by both HIF1α and HIF2α, increased expression of these genes in CBS-deficient U87-MG cells appears to be specifically to increased HIF2α protein levels.

Two prior studies demonstrated that treatment of various human cancer cell lines with H₂S donors inhibited HIF1α protein expression, but one group implicated changes in HIF1α and HIF2α stability (18), whereas the other group reported effects on HIF1α synthesis (19), and it is uncertain whether data obtained by pharmacologic treatment of cell lines is physiologically relevant. If CBS loss-of-function in U87-MG cells was associated with changes in H₂S production, it is not clear why only HIF2α expression was affected by CBS knockdown, although it should be noted that CBS activity impacts on other metabolic pathways, including those affecting protein and DNA methylation (1, 21). Thus, extensive additional studies may be required to resolve this issue.

CBS expression was negatively correlated with ANGPTL4 and VEGF mRNA levels in 180 patient-derived glioma samples, which suggests that the findings from our analysis of U87-MG cells are clinically relevant. Further studies are required to determine whether CBS expression in gliomas is repressed by promoter hypermethylation as reported for gastric carcinoma (3).

---

**Figure 5.** Analysis of HIF2α expression in U87-MG subclones.  
A, immunoblot assays were performed to analyze HIF1α, HIF2α, and actin protein levels in lysates from U87-MG subclones that were exposed to 1% or 20% O₂ for 3 days.  
B, immunoblot assays were performed to analyze HIF2α expression in five replicate cultures of shScr and shCBS#07 subclones cultured at 20% O₂ for 3 days (top). Densitometry was performed and the ratio of HIF2α:actin was determined (bottom; mean ± SEM, n = 4); *, P < 0.05.  
C, immunoblot assays were performed to analyze HIF2α levels in shScr, shCBS#07, shHIF2α#3, and shCBS#07 + HIF2α#3 subclones cultured under 20% O₂.  
D, VEGF (left) and ANGPTL4 (right) mRNA levels in shScr, shCBS#07, shHIF2α#3, and shCBS#07 + shHIF2α#3 subclones cultured under 20% O₂ were determined by qRT-PCR and normalized to shScr (mean ± SEM, n = 3); *, P < 0.05 versus shScr; #, P < 0.05 versus shCBS#07.  
E, colony formation ability of U87-MG subclones was measured by soft-agar assay and normalized to shScr (mean ± SEM, n = 4); *, P < 0.05 versus shScr.
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